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Abstrat
I present the ase for studying the nature of short-range internuleon
interations with eletron-sattering experiments on few-body nulear tar-
gets. I rst review what eletron-sattering studies have unearthed about
the nature of the interations between nuleons in nulei at small separa-
tion. Speial onsideration is given to a ouple of reent experiments. The
results essentially serve to onstrut a roadmap for future studies in this
area. The related experimental program at Jeerson Lab is presented,
along with suggestions for future theoretial work.
PACS numbers: 21.30.-x, 21.45.+v, 25.10.+s, 25.30.-
Keywords: eletron sattering, short-range orrelations, two-body ur-
rents, oinidene experiments.
The most important length sale haraterizing nulei is roughly ~/mpic [1℄. This
is no aident, sine exhange of pions is responsible for the most important part
of the interation between nuleons. There is another important length sale,
but it is normally less apparent than the rst. This sale is the nuleon radius,
and it is important sine nuleons are observed to repel eah other strongly
when their separation beomes less than 1 fm. It is not normally so apparent
sine the lassial nulear-physis literature is usually expressed in terms of the
independent-partile model, whih itself an be derived via Hartree-Fok type
alulations using eetive interations. These interations, however, have to
be generated by a proedure whih takes the strong short-range interation into
aount. Thus in a real sense, those interations are essentially responsible for
the observed properties of nulei.
The internuleon interation at a length sale of ~/mpic is well understood in
terms of the exhange of physial mesons. At shorter range, this interation is
phenomenologial. This presumably reets a breakdown of the meson-exhange
piture at small separations, and our inability to arry out QCD alulations
∗
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at low energies. It is interesting to measure this important omponent of the
internuleon interation, as we expet it will tell us something about how nulear
interations evolve from mesoni to hromodynami degrees of freedom.
1 The Case for Few-Body Systems
Intermediate-energy eletron sattering is the tool most suited to mapping the
properties of individual nuleons in a nulear medium [2, 3, 4, 5℄. For heavier
systems, theoretial alulations must use tehniques whih build the antior-
relation between nuleon loations, due to the short-range repulsion, into the
strength of the interation. The advantage of using a few-body system for the
target is that the NN interation is diretly used for the omputation of the
wave funtions. For A = 3 systems, Faddeev tehniques allow a diret ompu-
tation of the spetral funtion [6℄, and for heavier light nulei, the tehnique
of integral transforms [7℄ an be used to onstrut the spetral funtion. The
spetral funtion S(Em, pm) is losely related to the eletron-sattering ross
setion and provides a probability distribution of nulear protons versus their
momentum pm and binding energy Em.
2 Results from Inlusive Eletron Sattering
Figure 1: Saling funtion derived from Jeer-
son Lab (e, e′) data.
At intermediate energies and
quasifree kinematis, many
inlusive (e, e′) experiments
have been performed. Plane-
wave reasoning suggests that
at large Q2 = −q2, the (e, e′)
ross setion should beome
a funtion of only two fa-
tors. The rst is the ino-
herent ross setion to satter
eletrons from all the nuleons
in the nuleus, and the se-
ond is a partial integral F (y)
over the proton spetral fun-
tion [8℄. y is essentially the
omponent of the struk proton's momentum along the (e, e′) momentum trans-
fer ~q; it is also losely related to the deviation of ω = Ee−Ee′ from the quasielas-
ti value ω ≈ |~q|2/2mN .
Figure 1 shows the most reent (e, e′) data from Jeerson Lab [9℄. F (y) is
onstruted as
F (y) =
d2σ
dΩdω
[Zσep +Nσen]
−1
q
(M2 + (y + q)2)
1
2
(1)
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For y < 0 (low ω relative to the quasielasti peak), data for dierent kinematis
are in exellent agreement, indiating that the eets beyond PWIA are small.
In studying short-range phenomena, aess to spei regions in S(Em, pm)
is desirable so data on F (y) are not suient. Coinidene data are required
to aess these regions. However there is one further inlusive measurement
of interest, namely that of the Coulomb Sum Rule. This sum rule relates the
energy-integrated longitudinal response from (e, e′) to the proton-proton or-
relation funtion [10℄. However, analyses have so far been inonlusive due to
large theoretial orretions for reation eets (e.g. meson-exhange urrents
(MEC)) and for inomplete ω overage in the experiments [11℄.
3 Coinidene (e, e′p) experiments
Coinidene (e, e′p) experiments an in priniple more diretly probe the spe-
tral funtion S(Em, pm). In plane wave, the ross setion is
d6σ
dΩe′dEe′dΩpdEp
= |~pp|EpσepS(Em, pm) (2)
and an extration of the spetral funtion is unambiguous. The variables
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Figure 2:
4
He(e, e′p)3H ross setion measured
at NIKHEF. The dotted urve is a PWIA alu-
lation, and the other two urves inlude various
lasses of additional reation eets.
Em and pm are omputed
by using the measured four-
momenta of the inident ele-
trons, sattered eletrons and
knoked-out protons to re-
onstrut the four-momentum
of the residual (A − 1) sys-
tem R = (ER, ~pR). pm =
|~pR| and Em =
√
R2 +
mp − MA. However, addi-
tional reation-mehanism ef-
fets an break the diret link
between the ross setion and
spetral funtion.
Fig. 2 shows data mea-
sured at NIKHEF [12℄ for the
reation
4
He(e, e′p)3H. The
dotted urve is the plane-wave
predition, and the sharp min-
imum is a feature of the spe-
tral funtion whih has been
diretly linked to the short-range part of the NN interation [13℄. The data
do not exhibit this minimum, and the alulation attributes this disrepany to
pt nal-state interations (FSI) and to MEC.
Another example of reation eets thwarting aess to interesting informa-
tion omes from the large-Em data from the same experiment. Simple arguments
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lead to the predition [14, 15℄ of a ridge in the spetral funtion, due to short-
range NN interations, along the lous Em ∼ 2SN + (pm)2/2mN where SN
is the single-nuleon separation energy. Computations of the spetral funtion
have supported this predition.
Fig. 3 shows data for
4
He(e, e′p) at large Em [16℄ along with theoretial pre-
ditions. The peak in the ross setion (for both the data and the urves) follows
the ridge relation noted above. However, the theory indiates that only about
half of the observed ross setion is due to diret knokout (dashed line). The
rest is due to MEC. Also, for the lowest-pm data (the top pane), the alulation
severely underpredits the data at large Em.
4 The Few-Body Program at Jeerson Lab
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Figure 3: Large-Em
data for
4
He(e, e′p) from
NIKHEF. The mean pm for
eah pane is indiated.
The preeding disussion makes lear that aess-
ing the spetral funtion in regions of (Em, pm)
relevant to short-range nulear dynamis is di-
ult. The problem is that the spetral funtion is
relatively muh smaller in these regions than at
lower momenta and energies. This leads to the
possibility that other reation proesses, even if
weak, an substantially ontaminate the data.
Many ideas have been formulated about how
to suppress these ontaminant proesses in exper-
iments. These ideas were diult to implement in
experiments at labs suh as NIKHEF and Mainz,
mainly beause their beam energies were too low
to provide the neessary kinemati exibility. I
now disuss some of these ideas and how they are
being implemented at Jeerson Lab.
4.1 Parallel Kinematis
Fig. 4 depits how measurements (inluding those
of [12, 16℄) of ross setions at large pm were
previously made. The simultaneous onstraints
on ω, q, and pm made it impossible to reah
large pm values unless the knoked-out protons
were deteted at large angles with respet to ~q.
Elasti FSI an seriously distort measurements
in this type of measurement, sine at the same
eletron kinematis, reations suh as that at left
in Fig. 4 are also possible. The assoiated spe-
tral funtion is several orders of magnitude larger
due to the lower pm involved. Suh low-pm protons an resatter through
large angles and ontribute to (and perhaps even dominate) the large-pm
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ross setion. This qualitative argument is supported by alulations [17℄
whih show that FSI ontributions are at a minimum in parallel kinematis.
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Figure 4: Various values of pm for xed (ω, ~q).
The large beam
energies available at
Jeerson Lab make
it possible to perform
large-pm experiments
at parallel kinematis,
and several proposals
utilizing this priniple
[18, 19, 20℄ are already
on the books.
4.2 Variation of Q2
Experiments at lower-energy labs were not able to make substantial variations
in Q2 for a given (Em, pm) region. Q
2
variations are useful in two respets: to
help disriminate between one- and two-body urrents ontributing to the ross
setion; and to suppress the ontaminant (two-body) urrents. The one-body
diret-knokout proess of interest only depends on Q2 through the eletron-
proton ross setion, while MEC and IC ontributions are expeted to have a
very dierent Q2 behaviour. There is disagreement about whether larger or
smaller Q2 experiments are better for suppressing the two-body urrents; (e, e′)
analyses appear to favor smaller Q2, but the dierene is only signiant for
y & 0 (see Fig. 1). All of the experiments studying short-range dynamis at
Jeerson Lab plan to make measurements at multiple values of Q2.
4.3 Large Negative y Values
In Fig. 1 the data learly violate the saling hypothesis for y > 0. This is
generally aepted to result from ontributions outside the one-body impulse
approximation framework. At negative values of y, the data sale well. In addi-
tion, theoretial studies [17℄ have indiated that FSI are best suppressed when
the ejeted proton's longitudinal (along ~q) omponent is large and negative;
this ondition also yields a large, negative y value. I should mention that these
studies indiate that FSI are also suppressed when the longitudinal momentum
is large and positive, but it is unlear how this ondition onstrains two-body
urrents. Two experiments in Hall A at Jeerson Lab [19, 20℄ plan to make
measurements at large negative y kinematis.
4.4 Suppression of Multistep FSI
Ingo Sik has pointed out [18℄ an additional mehanism whih ontaminates
(e, e′p) measurements at large Em. Multistep FSI, or pN sattering within
the nuleus, hange both the energy and diretion of knoked-out protons. This
auses the proton to be deteted with (Em, pm) values muh dierent than those
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at the (e, e′p) reation vertex. If these FSI move events from a region where
the spetral funtion is large to a region where it is low, these moved events
an generate ross setions larger than the native protons at this (Em, pm)
whih did not undergo multistep FSI.
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Figure 5: FSI trajetories for NIKHEF large-
Em data.
Fig. 5 shows the kinemat-
is in the (Em, pm) plane for
the upper pane of Fig. 3. The
dark line shows the ridge
in the spetral funtion where
the greatest strength is ex-
peted. The dashed lines show
how multistep FSI move events
in the (Em, pm) plane; rea-
tions with vertex (Em, pm) val-
ues all along the dashed lines
an ontribute, by undergoing
a (p, p′N) reation, to the ex-
perimental measurement (the
box is the experimental aep-
tane, and the thin solid line
gives the entral kinematis for
whih these alulations were
performed.) It is lear that for missing energies greater than about 65 MeV,
one may expet inreasing ontributions from multistep FSI to the data. This
is a plausible explanation for the alulation's underpredition of the data for
Em > 90 MeV.
An approved experiment [18℄ in Hall C will make measurements on both
sides of the ridge and in several dierent types of kinematis, to test whether
this eet is indeed important.
5 Representative Expeted Results at Jeerson
Lab
Fig. 6 shows an example of what we hope to ahieve at Jeerson Lab. This
gure is a alulation for
4
He(e, e′p)3H at a beam energy of 4 GeV. Experiment
[20℄ in Hall A proposes to measure this reation in an attempt to observe the
spetral-funtion minimum disussed in relation to Fig. 2. The dashed lines in
Fig. 6 are plane-wave alulations; the solid urves inlude FSI in the framework
of the Generalized Eikonal Approximation [17℄. The upper urve orresponds
to y ≈ 100 MeV/, and the bottom urve orresponds to y ≈ 400 MeV/.
The bottom urve is also omputed for parallel kinematis. The alulations
display the expeted redution in FSI due to parallel kinematis and large −y
values. Unfortunately, these alulations do not yet inlude two-body urrent
ontributions.
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6 Outlook
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Figure 6: Expeted results for experiment 97-
111 in Hall A.
A broad program exists to
study (e, e′p) reations, with an
emphasis on few-body nulei,
at Jeerson Lab. The experi-
ments omprising this program
have a new set of tools, our-
tesy of the large JLab beam en-
ergy, with whih to (attempt
to) fore nature to give us lean
information about the nulear
spetral funtion in regions rel-
evant to short-range nulear
dynamis. Parallel kinematis
will be an important feature of
almost all these experiments.
Furthermore, data will be taken
at a variety of Q2 and y settings
in an attempt to suppress two-
body urrent ontributions to a
manageable level.
I have not mentioned two
other powerful tehniques whih
will be exploited at Jeerson Lab and elsewhere: response-funtion separations
and multi-nuleon knokout experiments. Both tehniques are in priniple more
seletive for aessing the large-momentum one-body urrent of interest. How-
ever, both are experimentally more demanding, thus the program outlined above
provides a better starting point for testing our understanding of the (e, e′p) re-
ation mehanism at high energies. The results an be used to design more
eetive response-funtion separation or multinuleon-knokout experiments.
On the theoretial side, there are many nie frameworks, models and teh-
niques in irulation for omputing spetral funtions exatly, treating two-body
urrents, omputing FSI at large proton momenta, and so on. However, no one
group seems to have all nie ingredients. Figure 6 provides a good example; it
uses a state-of-the-art spetral funtion from the Argonne group, and a modern
FSI omputation, but no two-body urrents are inluded. It is highly unlikely
that the program outlined above will suppress reation eets to the point that
PWIA is valid; interpretation of these results will require lose ollaboration
with our theoretial olleagues.
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